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1. The republic of Zambia
Zambia, officially the Republic of Zambia, is a country in Africa that borders Congo,
Tanzania, Malawi, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia and Angola. Zambia is an
independent republic with the mining industry (copper) as the most important economic
factor. On October 24, 1964, Northern Rhodesia declared its independence under the
name of Zambia with Kenneth Kaunda as president. The current president of Zambia is
Edgar Lungu (since February 2015).
The country has an area of 750,000 km2 (almost 19x larger than the Netherlands). It’s
capital is Lusaka. The official language in Zambia is English. More than 70 languages are
spoken. Seven of these languages have official status, including Silozi in the Western
Province.
Zambia is officially a Christian country. Of the
total population, 87% are Christian, a large
part of whom are Roman Catholic. About 5%
are Muslims who mainly live in urban areas.
There is also a small Jewish community.
According to the United Nations Development
Program, 68% of the population in Zambia lives
below the poverty line. 46% of the population
is younger than 14 years. As in many African
countries, AIDS is a major threat.
Figures show that a third of children do not
receive any form of education. A major
problem is the overcrowded classrooms of
often more than 100 children.

Kaoma
Kaoma is the city where Johannes Bouma worked from 2006 to 2013 as a curate / pastor.
It is the capital of the Kaoma district and is located in the Western Province, one of the
nine provinces in which Zambia is divided.
The city is approximately 460 km west of Lusaka, the capital of Zambia. Around 170,000
people live in the Kaoma district, most of them in and around Kaoma city and along the
Luena and Luampa rivers.
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2. The foundation:
How it all started
One of the 13 children from the Bouma family (Nijlân, Friesland) left for Zambia in 1993
as a missionary / priest. This son, Johannes Bouma (1930), was educated at the small
seminar of the Congregation of Missionaries of Marianhill in Arcen, North Limburg. He
worked in South Africa for almost 25 years before moving to Zambia. In 2006, four
brothers of Johannes came to Zambia to build the Home Based Care Regina House for
the Kaoma community, and this is how ‘Bouwen met Bouma’s’ was initiated! In 2016
Johannes left Zambia to permanently live in the Netherlands (Arcen) again, because of
his health. We continued!

What do we do?
We are building, literally and figuratively, the future of Zambia. The projects that we
set up, finance and help to implement are mostly aimed at education. A major problem
in Zambia is the poor quality of education, unsafe classrooms and overcrowded classes.
By building and maintaining classrooms, we ensure that more children can go to school,
teachers are motivated to teach children and children can receive safe education.
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Since 2006, over 20 builders have left for Zambia to help with construction work. Our
focus is more and more on teaching construction workers so that they can do more and
more themselves, without our physical help. In 2017 we started training 6 people by our
own builders Antoon Haagen and Piet Mous; they succeeded very well! We experienced
that people can learn a lot in a short time and saw opportunities here. In 2019 we
therefore entered into a partnership with the Koama Training Institute and we are
currently training 17 students, 10 men and 7 women, to become fully-fledged
carpenters. The school desks and doors needed for our project in Longe were made by
the students.
Bouwen met Bouma’s has two boards; a board in the Netherlands and a board in Zambia.
The board in the Netherlands facilitates and the board in Kaoma determines which
projects are supported and how the donations are used.

Our goal
Our goal is to provide financial and
physical support to suitable projects
in Zambia. To make these projects
possible, we raise money, set up
campaigns and recruit donors and
volunteers. By focusing on building
schools for primary education, we
want to make education accessible to
a larger group of children for both
boys and girls. Going to school means
learning to read and write the local
language and the English language.
The children can follow education and
possibly move on to further
education. By building toilets at the
schools, attention is also paid to
hygiene. Our goal is to build at least a
number of classrooms at one school.
In addition, we make it possible that
every year a number of students can
go to school to learn the (carpentry)
trade there.
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3. The funding
We are a small foundation that intends to stay small. Interesting fact; of every euro that
we receive, 96 cents are spend in Zambia!
The most important income comes from the donors and people who make a fixed annual
contribution to our foundation.

accountability
The former family meeting, now called foundation meeting, takes place annually to
inform all our volunteers, donors and everyone who’s interested in the activities of the
past year and the plans for the coming year.
Board members of the foundation are unpaid and only receive an expense allowance.
The board members return their received volunteer compensation to the foundation as a
gift.

communication
Every year in December, the foundation publishes a newsletter and reports on the
finances and the projects carried out. Approximately three digital newsletters are also
published each year, reporting on the progress of the projects. In addition, the website
www.buildingmetboumas.nl is an important medium. Stichting Bouwen met Bouma's is
also active on social media.
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4. our projects
From 2006, volunteers built small-scale construction projects every year. Among other
things, a kitchen in an orphanage, an infirmary, a shelter for heavily pregnant women, a
school for handicapped children and schools were built in various places.
In consultation with the local board, an annual assessment is made of which project will
be carried out. The projects are suggested by the local population in order to create the
greatest possible support. A number of criteria are used for this, of which the selfmotivation of the local population is one of the most important. In recent years, various
schools have been realized for primary education. The school in Longe has been
upgraded to a secondary school through the efforts of the foundation.
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new developments
In 2017 we started training 6 people by our own builders Antoon Haagen and Piet Mous;
they succeeded very well! We experienced that people can learn a lot in a short time
and saw opportunities here. In 2019 we therefore entered into a partnership with the
Koama Training Institute and we are currently training 17 students, 10 men and 7
women, to become fully-fledged carpenters. The school desks and doors needed for our
project in Longe were made by the students.
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5. the future
In the coming years, the foundation wants to continue to work on:
• Building schools in the different villages (at least 1 building project per year)
• Continue to position the foundation in society
• Writing to major sponsors to achieve the set annual goals
• Expanding its networks
• Maintaining the existing networks, especially towards its donors
• Good and equal cooperation with the foundation board in Kaoma and the diocese in
the region
• Financing the training of carpenters
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